The 8 Best Gi! Ideas
For The Man
That Has Everything
The defini!ve guide that is easy, eﬀec!ve and FUN!

ManPresent is an organisa!on
with a simple mission. We help
people buy AWESOME presents
for men!
That’s it! No fluﬀ, no wasted #me
and nothing lame.
We help everyone ensure that
each and every present for any
occasion, is one that is classy,
unique and most importantly fun!
This short guide will show you
how to do the same.
ManPresent
www.manpresent.com
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If there is anything classier, more manly or universally appreciated than a fine
cigar and scotch whiskey… we haven’t found it yet! The pairing of a rich
Cuban cigar with a smooth decadent single malt Scotch Whiskey is as old as
man-gi#ing itself! The best part is that EVEN IF the recipient doesn’t like
smoking or drinking, it is a present that will s!ll be appreciated and kept for a
special occasion. This is the safest, easiest and most !meless gi# to give a
man… ESPECIALLY when he is a man who seems to have everything!

Why it’s Hot:

Visit www.manpresent.com to check out our pre-made gi# boxes that make
this the easiest gi# to give.

Overall Rating: 9/10

Classic, timeless and uniformly loved even
by non-smokers/drinkers!
Affordability: 8/10
Wow Factor: 10/10
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Hmmmm for SOME men this can be a though$ul gi#, however you run the
risk of having this bunch of flowers implying that the man is TOO in touch
with his feminine side OR WORSE misconstrued as inappropriate.
This is especially the case when in a corporate work environment. Sexist?
Maybe… however, we live in a society of symbols, and this, unfortunately
may send a confusing one.
Probably avoid this unless you KNOW the recipient will love this present. Or
if he in the closet…. about his love of hor!culture!

Why it’s Hot:
Easy… flower deliveries are a no brainer
Why its Not:
Has a high probability of missing the mark
Affordability: 8/10
Wow Factor: 3/10
Overall Rating: 5/10
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Men LOVE experiences. Collec!ng adrenaline filled days versus collec!ng
material ‘things’ is definitely high on a man’s agenda. It might even !ck oﬀ a
bucket list item! The REAL ques!ons is WHAT experience will !ckle his
fancy, and what experience will be NEW!?

Why it’s Hot:

Could it be a hot lap in an F1 car? A hot air balloon? Diving with a great white
shark? When choosing, ensure you know which experience will hit his hot
bu%ons, and NOT send him into a melt down panic a%ack.

Getting the right experience is tricky

A delicate balance, but a dynamite present if you can get it right… for the
right price.

Overall Rating: 5/10

Experiences beat ‘things’
Why its Not:

Affordability: 3/10
Wow Factor: 8/10
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Now that we have your a%en!on, this is a pre%y unique idea. Find out the
man’s month/year of birth, go onto www.ebay.com and search for eg.
Playboy/April/1979. The usual price is about $50 and in three weeks !me,
you have an UNFORGETTABLE present.
Obviously, not suitable for corporate, religious or otherwise conserva!ve
environments or recipients. Also, one must be aware of who might be in the
vicinity upon the receiving and opening of said magazine. Could lead to some
awkward conversa!ons.
BUT if it is the right person, this is a CLASSIC present.

Why it’s Hot:
….uhhhh I think you know
Why its Not:
On the controversial side of the spectrum
Affordability: 8/10
Wow Factor: 5/10
Overall Rating: 7/10
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Ah yes… This old chestnut. Pre%y much the easiest present you can give
someone, but only a shade less lame than just giving them cash! Yes, you !ck
the box for present.

Why it’s Hot:
Easy… like REALLY easy
Why its Not:

However, unless you absolutely NAIL the store (ie comic book store for a
comic book nerd), this has a high likelihood of being forge%able.

Rather impersonal
Affordability: 7/10

Tread with cau!on here.

Wow Factor: 1/10
Overall Rating: 4/10
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This is great because it doesn’t cost you a thing (well apart from a phone
call!).
Whether it is a celebra!on of their birthday or new baby, an oﬀ the cuﬀ
serenade can be extremely memorable!
The trick is to make it either really good or really bad. Mediocre won’t cut the
mustard here.

Why it’s Hot:
It’s personal, and embarrassing for the singer
Why its Not:
Hard to get the balance between good and bad
singing
Affordability: 10/10
Wow Factor: 3/10
Overall Rating: 6/10
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Bake a cake

This is not a bad idea, as it shows not only that you care, BUT you care
enough to prebake and transport a cake to personally deliver this to the
recipient.
The challenges come with your skill level (or lack thereof).
Unless you are a very proficient baker, this can be a risky endeavour! Sunken
cakes, not fi&ng the man’s macros, or EVEN WORSE, messing up his blood
sugar levels if he is a diabe!c can make this gi# a challenge to ‘nail’ Instagram
style.

Why it’s Hot:
It’s personal and shows you care
Why its Not:
Unless you are a great baker, the end result
is risky
Wow Factor: =5/10
Overall Rating: 6/10
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This present is a great one if you know what the man wears! If the cologne is
a hard to get one, or an expensive one, it can be an excellent present for a
man.

Why it’s Hot:
It’s personal, and shows you know him
Why its Not:

HOWEVER, ensure it is one that he wears (and wants to con!nue wearing) or
you could just set oﬀ his allergies, and annoy his wife or partner.
Cologne is in the same category as buying clothes. Awesome if you nail it, but
can be lame if you miss the mark.

Smell is such a personal sensitive thing, it
is easy to swing and miss
Affordability: 5/10
Wow Factor: 5/10
Overall Rating: 5/10

